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Abstract: - The main focus of data mining is to present hidden knowledge located in large amount of data in human understandable form. Therefore the knowledge representation has to be simple and easy to interpret, possibly without the computer. Decision trees are one of the most transparent methods often used in data mining, but can we make them user friendly? In the process of decision tree induction a lot of input parameters have to be fine-tuned in order to obtain good results. To brain the right combination of input parameters for a specific problem is a hard task usually performed by data mining expert. So, to make decision tree based data mining end user friendly we explored various alternatives of decision tree induction, concentrating on purity measures. We introduced new hybrid purity measures and tested their adequacy on real world databases. Additionally we constructed a meta decision tree to determine the best combination of input parameters.
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1 Introduction
Focus on end user is the most important new trend in data mining. Web analytics, customer behavior analysis, customer relationship management, decision making support in health care all reflect a new trend – solutions to problems increasingly embed data mining technology. Hence, data mining applications are increasingly developed and designed specifically for end users and not any more for data mining experts. Thereafter transparency and user friendliness are two of the main challenges for the wider use of data mining and growth of the market and technology development.

Decision trees are one of the most transparent methods in data mining – but can we make them user friendly? The answer seems obvious at the first glance – they are very simple and easy to interpret, but the real obstacle for user friendliness lies in the fact that they are not easy to induce. Not because the induction algorithms are complex, but because so many input parameters have to be fine-tuned to obtain good results. These parameters include for example type of purity measure, level of tolerance, method of discretization, pruning methods not to mention more exotic improvements like bagging or boosting. To obtain the right combination of input parameters settings for a specific problem is a hard task even for data mining expert but almost impossible for the end user. So to make decision tree based data mining end user friendly we should to invent a parameter free decision tree induction process or at least find some rules in parameter settings.

In this paper we explored various alternatives to make this possible, concentrating first on purity measures and boosting algorithm. We tried to find if there is some metric or boosting algorithm, which works best in the majority of problems, then we tried to combine various approaches and finally we built a meta decision tree to automatically find the best combination of input parameters.

Some studies concerning impact of impurity measures for attribute selection and other parameters to decision tree induction have already been made. In [1] the authors concentrate on two well known measures gini index and information gain ratio on a single synthetic dataset. The most recent study of impact of different impurity measures is presented [2] and is mainly focused on the improvements of look-Ahead criteria. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe a greedy decision tree induction algorithm and the most frequently used classic purity measures. Since it is hard to evaluate which purity measure selects the most appropriate attributes in general, we compared the effectiveness of different purity measures on 56 UCI (University of California Irvine) databases [3] from MLC++.
The next section (3) briefly introduces boosting – a method for generating an ensemble of classifiers by successive reweightings of the training cases. AdaBoost algorithm introduced by Freund and Schapire [4] is used for boosting decision trees induced on the basis of different purity measures. New hybrid purity measures are introduced in section 4 and tested on all databases used in previous experiments. In the final section experimental results and observations are discussed and the results of our attempt in building a meta decision tree are presented. Paper concludes with some general comments and outlines directions for further research.

2 Greedy decision tree induction method and purity measures

A decision tree is constructed from a training set which consists of training objects (cases). Every object is described by a set of attributes and a class label. The values of the attributes can be nominal or discrete, but all nominal attributes have to be mapped into discrete space.

A decision tree contains zero or more inner nodes and one or more leaf nodes. Every inner node represents a test of a value of a specific attribute and therefore splits the dataset into different subsets. All inner nodes have two or more child nodes. Edges from inner node to child nodes are labeled with different outcomes of the test at inner node. Each leaf node has a class label associated with it. Greedy top-down decision tree induction is a commonly used method for tree growing. Starting with an empty tree and the entire training set the following algorithm is applied until no more splits are possible:

A greedy decision tree induction algorithm:
1. If all training examples at the current node \( t \) belong to the same class \( c \), create a leaf node with a class \( c \).
2. Otherwise, for each attribute compute its purity with a respect to the class attribute using a goodness measure.
3. Select the attribute (say \( A_i \)) with the highest purity gain with a respect to the discretization as the test at the current node.
4. Divide the training samples into separate sets, so that within a set all objects have the same value of \( A_i \), using selected discretization. Create as many child nodes as there are distinct values of \( A_i \).
5. Label edges between the parent and the child nodes with outcomes of \( A_i \) and partition the training samples into the child nodes.
6. A child node is said to be "pure" if all the training samples at the node belong to the same class.
7. Repeat the previous steps on all impure child nodes.

A new case is thus dropped down the decision tree from the root of the tree to a single leaf node. As a consequence, the instance space is partitioned into mutually exclusive and exhaustive regions, one for each leaf. The number of leaves is therefore a good measure for complexity of the decision tree. A quality of induced decision tree is then tested on unseen testing cases and described with total and class accuracy.

2.1 Purity measures

As described before the problem in decision tree induction process is to select the attribute that is the most successful in discriminating the input data with the respect to a class attribute. All purity measures are defined in a way that the best attribute maximizes the measure. In this section four most popular purity measures used in our experiments are described. Before we proceed to description of purity measures let us define the terminology.

Let \( S \) be the whole training set described with \( A \) attributes and \( C \) classes. Let \( V \) be the number of values of a given attribute respectively. Let \( n_i \) denote the number of training instances, \( n_{ij} \) the number of training instances from class \( C_i \), and \( n_j \) the number of instances with \( j \)-th value of a given attribute and \( n_{ij} \) the number of instances from class \( C_i \) with a \( j \)-th value of a given attribute. Let further \( p_{ij} = n_{ij}/n_i \), \( p_i = n_i/n \), \( p_j = n_j/n \), and \( p_{ij} = n_{ij}/n_j \) denote the probabilities from the training set.

2.1.1 Information-gain, information-gain ratio

One of the oldest and most commonly used purity measures, which was used already in Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm [5], is the information gain. It is based on Shannon’s entropy from information theory [6], which has its origins in thermodynamics and statistical physics. In the latter entropy represents the degree of disorder in a substance or system. Similarly, entropy in information theory measures the uncertainty of a message as an information source. The more information contains the message, the smaller the value of the entropy.

Let \( E_C \), \( E_A \), \( E_{CA} \) denote the entropy of class distribution, the entropy of the values of a given attribute and the entropy of the joint distribution class - attribute value:

\[
E_C = - \sum_i p_i \log_2 p_i, \quad E_A = - \sum_j p_j \log_2 p_j
\]

\[
E_{CA} = - \sum_i \sum_j p_{ij} \log_2 p_{ij}
\]

The expected entropy of the class distribution with regard to attribute \( A \) is defined as \( E_{C|A} = E_C - E_A \).

When compared to the entropy \( E_C \) of the class distribution, the \( E_{C|A} \) gives the reduction of the entropy (the gain of information) to be expected.
when the attribute A is selected for the split. Hence
the information gain $I_{gain}$ is defined as
$$I_{gain}(A) = E_C - E_{C,A}.$$  
Therefore, in every inner node attribute that yields
the highest value of $I_{gain}$ is selected for the split.
As information gain shows a strong bias towards the
multi-valued attributes, Quinlan [7] introduced the
information gain ratio in C4.5, which is defined as
$$I_{gainratio}(A) = \frac{I_{gain}(A)}{E_A}.$$  
Dividing the information gain by the entropy of the
attribute value distribution strongly reduces the bias
towards the multi-valued attributes [8, 9].

2.1.1 Gini index
Another well-known purity measure is Gini index
that has been also used for tree induction in statistics
by Breiman et al. [10] (i.e. CART). It is defined as:
$$Gini(A) = -\sum_j p_j \sum_i p_{ij}^2 - \sum_i p_i^2.$$  
The attribute yielding the highest value of Gini
index is selected for the split. It emphasizes equal
sized offspring and purity of both children. Breiman
et al. also pointed out that Gini index has difficulties
when the class attribute has relatively large number
of classes.

2.1.2 Chi-square goodness-of-fit
Different types of chi-square tests [11] are
frequently used for significance testing in statistics.
The chi-square goodness-of-fit test is used to test if
an observed distribution conforms to any other
distribution, such as one based on theory (exp.
normal distribution) or one based on some known
distribution.
It compares the expected frequency $e_{ij}$ with the
observed frequency $n_{ij}$ of instances from class $C_i$
with a $j$-th value of a given attribute [12]. More
specifically,
$$\chi^2(A) = \sum_j \sum_i \frac{(e_{ij} - n_{ij})^2}{e_{ij}} = \frac{n_jn_i}{n_..}.$$  
Clearly a larger value of $\chi^2$ indicates that the split is
more pure. Just as for information gain and gini
index the attribute with the highest value of $\chi^2$ is
selected for the split.

2.1.3 J-measure
J-measure was introduced by Smyth and Goodman
[13] as an informatics theoretic means of quantifying the information content of the rule.
The $J_j$-measure or cross-entropy is appropriate for
selecting a single attribute value of a give attribute A
for rule generation and it is defined by the equation
$$J_j(A) = p_j \sum_{i} p_{ij} \log \frac{p_{ij}}{p_i}.$$  
Generalization upon all values of the attribute gives
the attribute purity measure $J(A) = \sum_j J_j(A).$

J-measure was also used as a basis for reducing
overfitting by pre-pruning branches during decision
tree induction [15].

2.2 Experiments and results
For comparing the quality of different purity
measures, 56 UCI (University of California Irvine)
databases were used. A training set was used for
greedy decision tree induction based on a specific
purity measure. A quality of induced decision trees
was evaluated on testing set.
In the process of decision tree induction all
attributes are tested in each node using available
training instances. The winning combination of
attribute and discretization method is selected using
chosen purity measure and applied as a test in the
decision tree node.
Hence, four different decision trees were induced for
every database, each based on different purity
measure. In order to make a fair comparison, the
decision trees were not pruned at all. That most
certainly leads to overfitting and consequently worse
performance on the testing set. The quality of induced decision trees was described with total
accuracies on testing set, presented in Table 1.
When comparing the accuracies of decision trees
induced on the basis of different purity measures it
can be seen that the decision trees based on chi-
square and J-measure did not reach 100% accuracy
on learning sets for the most of the databases. The
results on the testing sets show that none of the used
purity measures outperforms others in general.
Therefore our next attempt was to investigate the
influence of boosting algorithm on induced decision
trees with a respect to different purity measures.

3 Boosting
Boosting is a general method for improving the
accuracy of any given learning algorithm. It works
by running the learning algorithm on the training set
multiple times, each time focusing the learner's
attention on the difficult cases. At every iteration a
classifier is built from the weighted training cases
and each case is then reweighted according to the
accuracy of classification by present classifier.
After the boosting process is finished, the composite classifier is obtained by voting each of the component classifiers. Therefore a new case will have a class with the greatest total vote assigned. Boosting has so far proved to be highly accurate on the training set and usually that also stands for the testing set.

In this section we will describe the popular AdaBoost algorithm derived by Freund and Schapire. We used the AdaBoost algorithm to boost the decision trees induced on the basis of different purity measures and compare the results.

### 3.1 AdaBoost algorithm

As mentioned above, AdaBoost algorithm, introduced by Freund and Schapire, is a method for generating an ensemble of classifiers by successive reweightings of the training cases [4]. The final composite classifier generally performs well on the training cases even when its constituent classifiers are weak. Although boosting in general increases the accuracy, it sometimes leads to deterioration. That can be put down to overfitting or very skewed class distribution across the weight vectors $w_t$.

#### AdaBoost algorithm

Given a set of training cases $i=1,2,...,N$

**Trials:** $t=1,2,...,T$

**Initialize:** for every case $i$ initial weight $w_t[i] = 1/N$

**For trial** $t = 1,2,...,T$

- Train classifier $C_t$ from the training cases using the weights $w_t$.
- Calculate the error rate $\varepsilon_t$ of the classifier $C_t$ on the training data as the sum of the weights $w_t[i]$ for each misclassified case $i$.
- If $\varepsilon_t = 0$ or $\varepsilon_t \geq \frac{1}{2}$, terminate the process.
  - otherwise update the weights $w_{t+1}[i]$ as follows:
    $$w_{t+1}[i] = \begin{cases} w_t[i] & \text{if } C_t \text{ misclassifies case } i \\ \frac{w_t[i]}{2\varepsilon_t} & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$
- To classify a case $x$:
  - Choose class $k$ to maximize the sum
    $$\sum \log \frac{1-\varepsilon_t}{\varepsilon_t}$$
    for every classifier $C_t$ that predicts class $k$.

#### 3.2 Experiments and results

Boosting was applied to the decision trees induced on the basis of a specific purity measure. When comparing the successfullness of boosting on the testing sets an observation was made that boosting has made significant improvement on some...
databases. We also noticed a slight increase of average accuracy over all databases compared to classic methods.

4 Hybrid purity measures

Each purity measure uses different approach for assessing the information value of attributes with respect to the class attribute. Therefore it is hard to predict which measure constructs the best hypothesis for a specific problem. For that reason we have introduced new hybrid purity measures, which combine previously described classic purity measures.

First we constructed a new hybrid purity measure based on a sum of pairs of different classic purity measures: \[ H^+(M_1, M_2, A) = M_1(A) + M_2(A), \]
where \( M_i \) represents a purity measure.

More specifically, in each node both purity measures were separately calculated for each attribute split and then summed together (i.e. \( H^+(I_{\text{gain ratio}}, \text{Gini}, A) \) represents a sum of Information gain ratio and Gini). An attribute with the highest summed value was chosen for the test. Thus, the whole decision tree was induced on the basis of a hybrid purity measure \( H^+ \).

In similar way a hybrid purity measure based on a product of pairs of different purity measures was defined (i.e. Information gain ratio * Chi square):

\[ H^*(M_1, M_2, A) = M_1(A) \cdot M_2(A). \]

Motivated by the basic idea of hybrid purity measures described above we have tried to find a generalized way to combine all classic purity measures. Observing the idea of base purity measures the next logical step seemed to be a construction of general linear combination of those:

\[ H^2(M, w, A) = w^T \cdot M(A) = \sum_i w_i M_i(A), \]
where \( w_i \) are randomly generated coefficients.

Each new hybrid purity measure \( H^2 \) is defined with a vector \( w \).

4.1 Experiments and results

The quality of hybrid purity measures described above was tested on all databases from the previous experiments. Since boosting proved to produce better results compared to classic methods, a further experiment was carried using hybrid purity measures out in order to establish the influence of boosting on the greedy decision tree induction method. The results were compared to the results gained with classic and classic boosted methods. In the Table 2 the efficiency of each purity measure is presented as the number of databases where the decision tree induced on a specific purity measure gave best accuracy on a testing set. A hybrid purity measure based on linear combination of classic purity measures proved most successful on 20 databases. However that is still only 11.2% of all databases, which implies that hybrid purity measures cannot be used as a default parameter.

Table 2: Efficiency of purity measures on 56 databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purity measure</th>
<th>No. of databases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Inf. Gain ratio</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Chi square</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Chi square</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Gini</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Gini</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Chi square + Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Chi square + Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Chi square * Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Chi square * Inf. Gain ratio</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Gini + Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Gini + Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Gini * Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Gini * Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Gini + Chi square</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Gini + Chi square</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Gini * Chi square</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy Gini * Chi square</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure + Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure + Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure * Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure * Inf. gain ratio</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure + Chi square</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure + Chi square</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure * Chi square</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure * Chi square</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure + Gini</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure + Gini</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy J measure * Gini</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost Greedy J measure * Gini</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Boost linear</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy linear</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

In this research we attempted to find general method for fine-tuning the input parameters used in decision tree induction method in order to make decision tree
based data mining user friendly. With that obstacle in mind we tested different purity measures, which are frequently used in the process of greedy decision tree induction. We also introduced new hybrid purity measures and compared their efficiency on 56 UCI databases. In order to improve the induced decision trees we also used the AdaBoost algorithm. Boosting proved to be successful on most databases. Using hybrid purity measures in greedy algorithm for decision tree induction can be more time-consuming when there is a large amount of data described with many different attributes included. Boosting combined with complex algorithm can be even more demanding. Naturally, one needs to consider whether the improvement in error is worth the additional computational time.

From the results presented in the paper we can summarize that among all purity measures used in this research there was no general one that would behave best on the most of the databases. For that reason we also observed the possible influence of the database domain on the effectiveness of used parameters. We built a meta decision tree on the basis of elementary data about the databases, such as a number of instances, a number of attributes, a percent of missing data, the database domain field, etc. The resulted decision tree showed that there was no significant correlation among used parameters and database domain.

To conclude, presented results show that finding the most suitable parameters for decision tree induction is a very demanding and time-consuming process. The best method that we can recommend from our experiences is a greedy search over all possible parameters.

A final note: Some of the databases were also used by Quinlan in [16, 17], where boosting was compared to a single tree and bagging using C4.5. The accuracy on the testing sets is in most cases higher than the accuracy presented in this paper mostly because we did not use pruning at all. Therefore all decision trees were overfitted but for that very reason the comparison of different purity measures was fair. Due to general overfitting it also seems to be pointless to observe the complexity of the decision trees. But eventually it will be also interesting to observe the influence of using hybrid purity measures on the complexity of the induced decision tree.
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